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Giao hàng miոn phí Với đơn hàng từ 1,000,000đ trở lên Giao hàng trên toàn quốc 63 tրnh thành Hoàn tiրn 200% Nѕu hàng bŭn nhրn được là hàng giѕ Hotline hỗ trợ 090.8268.007 Hiѕn tъi DGAS Gốc Đồ ngր1 Đồng phục Hunter L hոոi Đồ ngր2 Page 2 Đăng nhp Đăng ký Members of this wiki have issued an opinion on the previous
script version of the above video. Any inaccuracies in the new version are not approved by members of this wiki. Additionally, the above video may be out of date. I'm an emotion seeker. I want to travel the world and wrap myself in as many crazy adventures as I can. And if I help people along the way, it's even better. It's win-win, you
know? Ember CelicaProsteetic Arm Female 17 (Toms 1-3)[1]18 (Approx. Tomy 4-5)19 (Approx. Toms 6-7) Lilac (Normal)Red (Angry, Semblance) Signal AcademyBeacon Academy Barbara Dunkelman (English)Ami Koshimizu (Japanese) Yang Xiao Long is one of the heroes of RWBY. She is a hunter who has been trained at the now de-
existing Beacon Academy. Her chosen weapon is two two-range shot gloves, Ember Celica. She first appeared in the Yellow trailer, looking for clues about the whereabouts of her mother, Raven Branwen, who left her when she was a child. With Volume 1, Yang became a member of RWBY alongside Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna
and her younger half-sister Ruby Rose. Contents [show] AppearanceEdit Yang is a light-skinned young woman with lilac and light golden hair that fades to pale gold at the ends with a cowlick protruding upstairs, very reminiscent of her mother. When her appearances are active, her eyes become red[4] and her hair becomes fiery. Original
Outfit (Volumes 1–3)Edit During her presence in Beacon, she wears a tan jacket that bares her midriff, with a golden brown piping and short puffy sleeves with black cuffs with two gold buttons. Underneath, she wears a low yellow top with an emblem on her left chest in black. He also wears a brown belt covered with a pleated brown piece
of material stretching from hip to hip around the back of his waist, with an emblem emblazoned on the right pleated pleated pleated pleated pleated pleated pleat in gold. Underneath is a long, white, asymmetric piece of fabric reaching down to the knees on the right, as well as a pair of black mini-shorts. He wears brown knee-high boots
and orange knee socks, with his right sock pushed just below the knee. Gray bandanna is tied around the left knee. An orange infinity scarf and black fingerless gloves complement her outfit. While riding a motorcycle, Bumblebee wears yellow goggles and a matching helmet that bears her black emblem on both sides. While outdoors, he
sometimes wears a pair of yellow sunglasses. PajamasEdit during her In Beacon, Yang's pajamas consist of an orange tank top with an emblem on the front in red and black boys' shorts. At his home in Patch, Yang wears another set of pajamas that consist of a dark yellow short-sleeved shirt with black shorts. Alternate Outfit (Hunter)Edit
alternate Hunter costume During A Minor Hiccup and Painting the Town..., Yang wears an alternate outfit codenamed Hunter. This outfit consists of a cream vest with a deep collar, worn on a low black shirt; both are covered with a dark gray emotion with a raised collar, three-quarter sleeves decorated with a single black stripe on the
outside of each sleeve and gold cuffs. A black mini skirt is worn under the cream vest. A pair of curved black stripes with gold accents is hung around her hip, with a purple piece of fabric attached to the left back of the lower waist. She wears high stockings attached to her mini-skirt with stocking straps on the front and back of each thigh,
adorned with four gold stilettos over her knee and a emblem on the outside of each thigh in gold. He also wears black booties with multiple buckles and white ribbons tied in a bow at the back. On the neck there is a purple pendant of silver color. DanceEdit During the Beacon Dance, Yang wears a short white neck dress with a light gray
hem and white pumps. Beacon UniformEdit During her presence in beacon, Yang wears the same brown shoes, a red tartan skirt, a white blouse with a burgundy finish and a thin red bow, a brown vest with gold buttons and a maroon jacket with a gold trim, like any other girl participating in beacon, along with a pair of black stockings. It
retains black fingerless gloves, as seen in Best Day Ever. Post-Timeskip DGAS Outfit (Tom 4)Edit After jumping over time after the Beacon Fall, her new outfit consists of a grey jacket over an orange tank top that bares her hips. The jacket is tied on her right sleeve, indicating her missing shoulder. On the left sleeve of the jacket is her
father's emblem. Complementing her outfit are grey and brown cargo pants, which have ribbed knee panels and show the edge of her dark underwear. High on the left leg of the trousers is a red shield-shaped patch with images of three Ursa masks, and her emblem is sewn on her right ankle. She wears white sneakers with purple laces,
and her hair is pulled back into a messy pony with a purple hair tie. She also rose higher, surpassing her mother in height. The stump of her right arm is covered with a round metal plate. At the end of the family begins to use a silver and white prosthetic robotic arm. In Taking Control, it paints a light yellow and black arm. In her concept art
for this outfit, her right arm is simply bandaged, and bumblebee is located in the place of its emblem. The same concept art refers to the outfit as her DGAS outfit. After the timeskip timeskip Outfit (Volumes 4–7)Edit In No Safe Haven, Yang begins to wear a new outfit with a tan jacket with orange lining and gold edges, unzipped halfway to
show off the orange crop top. The coat has darker brown short sleeves, a thick collar that completely surrounds her neck, and two long, gold-stripped rectangular tails that are shown as detachable in Fire Lighting. She also wears matching black pants, and her hair has been let down again like her original outfit. Around her hips and on the
tails of her coat is a brown belt, which has two pieces of dark brown material trimmed with gold. The first cover from the left hip to the back of the belt and is folded on the belt, and the second is attached from the right hip and almost around to the second piece of material. He wears brown knee-length boots with gold heel caps and toes, a
heel cap attached to a gold strap at the front of the ankle and a gold zip at the top half of the front of the shoe. One small fastened strap is located on the top of the shoes, and a purple bandanna tied around the left knee. The outfit is complemented by a pair of black fingerless gloves with long brown cuffs reaching halfway through the
front. While riding Bumblebee, Yang no longer wears a helmet or goggles, and instead wears a pair of yellow sunglasses. Before the battle, Yang takes off her coats and cuffs, and she places Ember Celica on her left shoulder. In promotional material for Tom 4, Yang is shown wearing the same coat and pants shown in the series. The
gold metal plate covers her missing right shoulder, which matches the accessories on her heels and toes of her shoes. In promotional material for Tom 5, her outfit includes her new robot arm. Atlas Outfit (Tom 7-Current)Edit Upon arrival at Atlas and meeting James Ironwood, Yang receives a brand new outfit consisting mainly of a khaki
suit, whose golden zipper is unzipped just below the chest to reveal a white cropped tube top. Around the thighs of the suit there is a golden zipper and a fastened belt, which allows you to tear off the legs of the pants. The right leg is unzipped, but still tied to the overalls, but the lower part is partially folded. At the top of the overalls, she
wears a loose, dark brown aviator-style jacket with a fur trim around her neck and black and orange stripes along the sleeves. Around her waist is a black and orange belt with black and yellow folding fabric on the sides, which runs behind her with a handbag attached to her and a gold buckle of her emblem. He wears dark brown knee
boots with black laces and a top trim. For accessories, she resumed wearing an orange scarf around her neck and her purple scarf around her right leg as she did with her original combat outfit. It also has a black/brown strap with a gold finish and a bag wrapped Yang wears yellow and black socks with an emblem, as shown in conceptual
art. She is also seen wearing orange sunglasses at Ace Operatives. Photo GalleryEdit original costumeBeacon PajaBeacon School UniformYoung Yang in a flashback from Burning the CandleAlternative outfit from A Minor Hiccup and Painting the Town... Prom dress with Burning the Candle and Dance Dance InfiltrationPatch Home
PajamasDGAS dress during her depression after the Fall BeaconHer outfit, while in MistralHer outfit, while in atlas with glassesHer atlas dress without glassesAdziuzduj photo to this gallery PersonalityEdit Yang voice actress Barbara Dunkelman said that when Yang's character was described to her, she was described as the person who
taught someone to swim , pushing them into the water. [6] This tells the toms about how Yang approaches most things in life. She is very simple and confident. Yang is also described as a cheerful, energetic and bright young lady. He is probably the most perverse, carefree and risky member of his team, often makes sarcastic comments
and jokes even in the heat of battle and often disregards combat and hostile situations. Yang is very sociable and extroverted, even in unknown situations. Yang's love of adventure is the main reason she decided to become a Hunter. Blake sees Yang as the epitome of the word strength. According to Ruby, he snores loudly. However,
Yang's fighting style is evocative of her personality. Her anger, one of her main strengths in combat, can lead her to predictable action. Yang is also quite caring about her hair and sharing the flaw with her mother: thinking Strength is all that matters in combat. When her hair is cut during battle, her anger leads her to attack with simple,
blunt force. In addition, the fight against Neopolitan led to frustration on the part of Yang, which quickly cost her the battle and almost her life, had it not been for the arrival of the Raven. Her mindless anger led to the rapid loss of her right arm in a brief encounter with Adam Bull. Yang's short temper and berserker tendencies repeatedly put
her in danger. She was easily frustrated when she couldn't hit Neo and couldn't attack precisely because of it, which led to her losing consciousness and nearly being killed. Adam Taurus deliberately exploited him, wounding Blake, sending Yang into a rage. Yang attacks with his fist, allowing Adam to easily cut off her hand. While she is
recovering from her injuries, her father lectures her about this weakness and guides her in what she needs to do to start overcoming it along with her flaw that she shares with her mother. Still, Yang is deceptively mature. She is extremely nurturing, especially towards her younger sister, Ruby. Yang pushes her to be outgoing he is also
very worried about his sister in the many battles in which they are fighting. This protective and inviting character also extends to Blake and Weiss. Yang worries about Blake several times, for example when he escapes from his team and when he suffers from sleep and appetite problems, opening Yang to discuss her stubborn past. Yang
does not reveal that she suffers from abandonment problems, blaming herself for not sticking with her mother. Yang is also quite sneaky because she was able to teach Weiss how to play Remnant: The Game, explaining to her how to use her cards in the game just to better trick Weiss into wasting her army, she used a laser to attract
Blake so they could talk and tricked the bandit into revealing the location of Raven's camp. She is also penetrating when she saw her mother's façade and tried to manipulate her to stay with the tribe at their first meeting, recognized her in the form of a corvid in Haven, and quickly concluded that her mother was the Spring Virgin and killed
her ex-girlfriend. However, after the deaths of Pyrrhy Nikos and Penny Polendina, the loss of her right hand and her partner, Blake, Yang plunges into a lonely depression. The mention of her missing partner excites her, and she gives Ruby a cold arm and even outright ignores her sister when she says, I love you. For months Yang
bounces back from this reclusive nature. Though he suffers from PTSD, he tries to move forward, partly for his father's sake, when he feels he is holding him back. After listening to her father and Bartholomew Oobleck talk about Ruby outside the window, she accepts the wisdom of her father, Oobleck and Professor Peter Port, and puts
on her new robot arm. Yang is very sensitive to being abandoned, and her simmering anger stems from these abandonment problems. For more than two decades, Yang searched for her mother in an attempt to understand the reasons for her departure. Their first meeting in Lighting the Fire also showed how low her opinion of Raven
was, reacting angrily after Raven said that Yang finally decided to visit her, which sounded like Yang was responsible for being her mother not part of her life, and ignoring her attempts to lighten her mood and become hostile to her father , uncle and RWBY band are offended in Known by its Song. After Blake escaped at the end of This
Episode 3, Yang was guarded, and even after the band's reunion in Haven's Fate, he kept away from her, stating in Argus Limited that their relationship would need time to heal. However, after a rematch with Adam in Seeing Red, Yang fully accepted her partner's apology, understanding that Blake was not like her mother. While training
with a new limb, he learns how to balance his driven and positive nature without or agitation. She paints her hand to match her style, changes into a new outfit and heads to Mistral, although Taiyang Xiao Long believes she has not overcome the personality flaws that cost her arm. Fortunately, she showed that she is no longer so fast as to
dazzle her anger in battle, and now she is fighting with good strategy and intelligence, as seen after her rematch with Adam and when she fought Ace Ops. During a trip to Mistral to reunite with Ruby, she still struggles with her PTSD, which manifests itself in her left shoulder, trembling when she encounters stress. Despite all yang's good
qualities, she showed that she is a hypocrite, because Yang is rather vocal about ozpin keeps secrets from everyone by interrogating him on several occasions, without telling anyone that her mother is a true Spring Virgin. She was also ready to lie to everyone along with Blake about let Robyn Hill escape after she told her about Amity
Tower. This ultimately ended harmally, as it shatters Ironwood's trust in Ruby's Group. However, unlike Ozpin, she was willing to admit what she had done, regardless of the consequences. Fighting styles and powerEdit yang is much more aggressive than her teammates. He uses a fighting style for fists and weapons. Ember Celica. She
is quite agile, she can easily avoid Ursai's attack and shelling. Since acquiring the prosthesis, Yang has taken on the use of an armored surface defensively, hiding from firearms and stave off attacks to gain a greater position on her opponents, including her advantages in her improved fighting style following further instructions from her
father, Tai. It is also the strongest physical group. Her strength is displayed on many occasions, for example when her punch sent a fully grown man a few feet into the air and through a glass pillar without strengthening her weapon, and in Players and Pieces, where she was able to keep Nevermore's mouth open with one hand long
enough to deliver multiple shots down her throat. Like all hunters and hunters, Yang unlocked the aura by covering her body with a shield powered by her soul, which helps protect her, especially when her aggressiveness falls into bad situations. Even after unlocking Aura, her stamina is also noticeably high, as she showed in her doubles
match against Weiss against Flynt Coal and Neon Katt during the Vytal Tournament, where she withstands numerous Neon hits during the initial stages of combat and power through flynt's weapon effects, knocking him out and securing victory for her side shortly afterwards. Due to the nature of her appearance and high durability, Yang
usually absorbs enough strokes by her Aura to strengthen herself and then end the fight with her appearances, which her father criticizes because of her over-reliance on Two Forward, two steps backwards. Since the end of Tom 3 and her mental health at the end of Tom 4, Yang's fighting skills have improved significantly after training
again. Especially, she turned on more digging and dodging. Her new robotic arm also gives her a higher degree of strength, able to send full-blowing men flying with the intensity of her punches. During a rematch with Adam, he defeats him despite the highest speed, adjusting his fighting technique and avoiding attacking him until he uses
the energy of his Appearance so that she can disarm him, showing her better intelligence in combat. Her battle with Elm and Vine with Blake further showcases her more pragmatic approach to battles. She coordinated her attacks with Blake and refrained from using her appearances until the last minute to destroy the land to which Elm
anchored and deal the final blow. Since then, her use of semblance in combat has declined because she tends to activate it only as a last resort. Article WeaponEdit Main: Ember Celica Yang repaints her weapon - Ember Celica and her Robot Arm Yang weapon are radically different compared to those used by her teammates. Yang's
primary weapon is a pair of gloves known as Ember Celica, which can slip into bracelets. Yang's fighting style is to combine her punches with ember celica's explosive arrows for moderate to short-lived attacks. Ember Celica has a powerful recoil that Yang can use to increase the force of her impact and speed up her movements. The
force is powerful enough to fire it high into the air. The recoil also reloads and prepares the gloves for the next shot. [9] He can also use his Ember Celica as a form of armor when defending against attacks in unarmed combat. After the events of Heroes and Monsters, Yang has only one Ember Celica, due to her lost hand. SemblanceEdit
Main article: Semblance#Yang Xiao Long Her irises turn red, and her hair glows when she uses power from her appearance As Ruby states during the events of Painting the Town..., Yang's Semblance, Burn,[9] it allows her to absorb kinetic energy from every blow she takes and use it to make it more powerful; it is a form of absorption of
kinetic energy, and Yang then redirects the said energy against her opponent. As a side effect of her appearance, Yang's eyes become red,[4] and her hair sometimes begins to glow and even become covered in flames. Yang's appearances don't get angry, but anger has led her to want to use it. Before beacon falls, Yang often uses his
appearance to end the fight after they have dealt enough damage from blows and overpowered the enemy. However, after the Fall of beacon, she begins to use it much less often and more as a final attack due to her better training in combat and not harder with Taiyang. This is evidenced by her fighting Bandits and Grimm between
Haven and Argus, where he does not use his appearance to fight. At the end of his second and final fight with Adam Taurus, he uses it to disarm and overpower him with a very powerful blow, eventually breaking his Aura. Robotic ArmEdit Main article: Yang's Prosthetic Arm Yang's primary prosthetic arm After losing his arm at the Battle
of beacon Adam Taurus received a new robot arm by James Ironwood. Initially, she refused him because of depression, but she got over it and decided to use it after painting it with a gold spray to match the rest of Celica's Ember. Pietro Polendin's improved arm, Yang's cybernetic limb, has great strength. His power is shown in Two
Steps Forward, two steps backwards, where one blow sent her father, a fully trained Hunter, slipped a few feet, even though Tai blocked the attack. It also comes with most of The Celica's Ember features, including a shotgun. [9] As seen in Rest and Resolutions, the arm can detach from the biceps and can even be fired like a projectile. In
Part 7, Yang's arm is modified. It is now larger with more weight and more gold plates around. It's more like ember celica. Yang's poor performance and Semblance's reliance causes him to lose his hand to Adam Although Yang becomes stronger than omission, her frustration can be exploited by skilled opponents. This weakness is
perhaps best expressed in her very short first confrontation with Adam, her anger, causing him to recklessly charge him and lose his right hand. However, this flaw is more or less under control after her father, Tai, told her to focus on using her opponent's strength against them. Besides, knocking her unconscious before she can reach her
final stage completely negates her appearances. Yang is also weak against neo, Melanie and Mercury Black. [10] Over time, however, she gains more control over her anger and has adapted to digging warriors. As you can see in her battle with Neo, warriors well versed in dodging attacks can thwart Yang, making her attacks predictable
and easily avoidable, making the extra power of her appearances useless. Her anger also causes her to inadvertently activate her appearances, even if she is not in battle. Examples of this include her frustrated outburst at Players and Pieces, her moment of anger towards Blake in Burning the Candle and twice in her double round
tournament fight in Never Miss a Beat. Taiyang somewhat jokingly defines his appearances as basically a temperament of anger and responsibility against stronger and more experienced opponents; if they can avoid or survive the time of her attack, she is left weak, tired and vulnerable to counterattack. For this reason, due to her better
fighting style in Two Steps Two steps back, Taiyang tells Yang that the best is as a last resort, not a bullet, as she uses it at the Vytal Festival and because of her excessive reliance on using it to win every fight before. TriviaEdit Yang refers to Goldilocks[11] from Goldilocks and Three Bears. For more information about this allusion, as
well as other choices that the creators made for this character, see Yang Xiao Long/Behind the Scenes. Yang Xiao Long and Bumblebee in the style of Akira (pay attention to the Chinese characters). The name Yang in Chinese is Yáng Xiոo Lóng (simplified: 阳ja; Traditional: 陽⿓), which can be roughly translated into Little Light Dragon
or Small Dragon of the Sunshine. In the Taiyang Family, he calls Yang a sunny little dragon. Yang's name may be a reference to Bruce Lee, whose name is also Xiao Long (). Despite the Chinese name, Yang's name is reversed. Yang will be the last name and her name will be Xiao Long. In addition, Chinese names are usually only one
character. This can be explained by the fact that Remnant does not follow real customs. Despite the name Yang being Chinese, it is not pronounced in typical Chinese. This is due to the fact that since there is no China in Remnant, proper Chinese pronunciation does not apply. The 阳 appear on the official T-shirt released by Rooster
Teeth parodying Akira. According to Lindsay Jones, a little power for Semblance Yang comes from her hair, similar to the story of Samson and Delilah. He says the reason Yang's hair glows is because he basically charges his energy. Yang competed in the 54th episode of ScrewAttack's online series, Death Battle, and fought WithTifa
Lockhart of Final Fantasy VII. Her Aura granted her the ability to wither Tify's strongest attacks long enough for her to activate her appearances, giving her victory. At the end of the fight, Yang dons a pair of custom pixelated shades from the Deal With It meem. Barbara Dunkleman, VA Yanga, has the same pair of glasses in real life. The
opening of the fight is similar to the Yellow Herald in RWBY. Yang enters the bar looking for someone and orders a strawberry sunrise without ice. On the RWBY RTX Australia 2016 panel, Skype Yang's username is Fireballin17. Yang has so far appeared in two episodes of Rooster Teeth Animated Adventures. First in Racial Super
Texas, where she can be seen in a bar, with her missing right arm and again in Spooky Scary Ghost Stories, where a doll of her and her missing arm can be seen on the bedroom floor. Yang is a free playable dlc character in BlazBlue: Cross Tag Battle. Gaia Online has an avatar based on Yang called I Burn Within. He is the second
character to have an item, the first of which is Ruby. On 19 July 2019, there was limited cooperation between RWBY and SMITE It has been confirmed that Team RWBY appears as a sonorous skin with Yang as skin for Terra,[17] yang's huntress license number is 63600-13592-88610. Yang and Cinder appear in the trailer for the movie
Red vs. Blue: Zero shown at Comic-Con@Home 2020 in the Rooster Teeth panel as live character commentators, under the grips of Yang4Real and Cinder_2u, respectively. During RTX@Home 2020 RWBY Panel Yang's birthday was confirmed to July 28 ReferencesEdit ReferencesEdit
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